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Half metal magnets are of great interest in the field of spintronics because of their potential full spin polarization
at the Fermi level (EF) and low magnetization damping. The high Curie temperature and the predicted 0.7 eV
minority spin gap make the Co2MnSi Heusler compound very promising for applications. We investigated the
half-metallic magnetic character of this compound using spin-resolved photoemission, ab initio calculation, and
ferromagnetic resonance. At the surface of Co2MnSi, a gap in the minority spin channel is observed, leading to
100% spin polarization. However, this gap is 0.3 eV below EF, and a minority spin state is observed at EF. We
show that a minority spin gap at EF can nevertheless be recovered either by changing the chemical composition
of the compound or by covering the surface by Mn, MnSi, or MgO. This spin-gap recovery results in extremely
small damping coefficients, reaching values as low as 7 × 10−4.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.93.094417

I. INTRODUCTION

Although giant magnetoresistance was discovered more
than 25 years ago, the development of electronics harnessing
the spin of the electron—spintronics—is still very active due
to a continuous flow of discoveries [1]. Spintronics devices
rely on thin or ultrathin layers of magnetic materials. In
most spintronics studies, standard transition metal elements
like Fe, Ni, and Co (and alloys thereof) are conveniently
used; however, alternative materials with superior electronic
properties are desirable. In particular, a class of materials
called half metal magnets (HMMs) offers exciting properties
both for theory and applications [2]. By definition, HMMs
have no minority (or majority) spin states at the Fermi
level (EF): the material is thus a metal for majority (or
minority) spins and an insulator for minority (or majority)
spins [2–4]. Besides the interest of this full spin polarization
for transport properties, extremely low magnetic dampings are
also expected. Indeed, because of the minority spin gap, the
magnons cannot find the spin-flipping electronic transitions
at EF that systematically degrade the magnon lifetime in
standard metallic magnets [5,6]. The expected combined low
damping and full spin polarization of HMMs would make them
the perfect material for next generation spin transfer torque
devices.

Such HMM properties were first observed in magnetic
oxides such as Fe3O4 [7], CrO2 [8,9], or LaSrMnO3

(LSMO) [10,11], yet disappointing properties were found,
like small magnetizations at remanence or too low Curie
temperatures [1]. Other magnetic materials with high Tc, like
Heusler compounds, were then explored theoretically [3,4]
and produced as thin films in the mid-1990s. The HMM
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property was claimed for many of them in order to explain
transport properties, despite any direct evidence of a spin
gap. The shortcoming of this approach was illustrated in the
emblematic case of NiMnSb: while a low damping coefficient
was measured, consistent with HMM behavior in the bulk ma-
terial [12], the spin polarization measured using photoemission
did not exceed 50% at the surface [13] and felt to zero when
covered by MgO [14]. Recently, there was renewed interest
after large tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) was obtained
in Co2MnSi/MgO-based magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs)
[15–17]. The predicted high spin polarization [18,19] was
reported very recently (93%) by spin-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (SR-PES) experiments using 21.2 eV photon
energy [20]. We show in this paper that this spin polarization
at EF, however, strongly depends on the chosen photon energy
in SR-PES measurements. From a device perspective, it is also
essential to assess whether this property persists when covering
the surface with a thin insulator such as MgO and whether the
material has also a low magnetic damping. Here, we thus study
the electronic and magnetic properties of Co2MnSi (noted
CMS in the following) by combining SR-PES using various
photon energies and ferromagnetic resonance spectroscopy.
This motivated the growth of single crystalline CMS films by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in order to take advantage of
the orbital selectivity of the photoemission process by tuning
the linear polarization of the photons. For the bare surface,
we observe a total spin gap (100% spin polarization) for the
minority spin band but below EF. At EF, the spin polarization
is reduced by the presence of a minority spin band observed
in a very narrow photon energy range that was not explored
in Ref. [20]. The possibility to shift this upsetting minority
spin band above EF by stoichiometry engineering [16,21]
is examined. We also looked at its suppression by relevant
surface hybridization when covered by Mn or MnSi and, more
interestingly, by MgO.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATION DETAILS

Calculations are performed using the Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP) [22,23] with generalized gradient
approximation [24] and projector- augmented wave pseudopo-
tentials [25,26]. We used the kinetic energy cutoff of 550 eV
and a Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid of 11 × 11 × 1 for the
surface calculations and 9 × 9 × 7 for the bulk. Initially, the
structures were relaxed until the force acting on each atom

falls below 1 meV Å
−1

.
The sample preparation and SR-PES measurements were

performed at the CASSIOPEE beamline of the SOLEIL
synchrotron radiation facility. The CMS samples are grown
in a MBE setup connected to the SR-PES chamber [27].
We have worked with MgO (001) substrates, whose lattice
constant is close to CMS(001), and which also enable the
production of fully epitaxial MgO-based MTJs. We used
2 e-gun sources for Co and Si and a Knudsen cell for Mn.
The growth rates were accurately controlled during the growth
using quartz microbalances. To get the correct fluxes, a quartz
microbalance is located at the place of the sample (prior
deposition) that allows us to accurately calibrate the fluxes
measured by the other quartz microbalance dedicated to the
sources. We estimate the total error on the fluxes less than
5% (even if the quartz measurement is much more accurate,
less than 1% with our setup). The film thickness was fixed to
30 nm. The films were heated in situ up to 1020 K just after the
growth to ensure chemical ordering [28]. The epitaxial process
was controlled by using Reflection High Energy Electron
Diffraction (RHEED), and the chemical quality of the films
was controlled by Auger spectroscopy available in the MBE
chamber. The ½ streaks on the RHEED pattern along the
[11] azimuth [Fig. 1(a)] are due to the chemical order [29].
The CMS surface is very stable since no contamination was
observed by Auger after 24 h PES measurements; neither was
there any change on the RHEED patterns [Fig. 1(b)]. It should
be noted that, even if Mn and O Auger transitions overlap, the
oxygen sensitivity is high on our setup and even a low oxygen
contamination can be detected. To illustrate this point, we also
show in Fig. 1(b) an Auger spectrum obtained after growing
on a CMS film one atomic plane of MgO that contains half
a monolayer (ML) of oxygen. It should be noted, however,
that the sample heating may lead to surface contamination
by O and C (especially for heating temperature above 850
K). Auger spectroscopy was thus systematically performed
after the growth and heating of CMS films. Standard x-ray
diffraction analysis confirmed the L21 cubic structure typical
of Heusler compounds. The lattice spacing was found to be
equal to 0.565 nm in agreement with other published values
for CMS. The CMS surface covering was done by Mn, MnSi,
or MgO evaporations calibrated using a quartz microbalance.
The MgO, Mn, and MnSi grow layer by layer on CMS as
checked using RHEED oscillations. This is also an accurate
method to determine the growth rates. It should be noted that
the ½ streaks shown in Fig. 1(a) are not seen anymore when
Mn or MgO are deposited, which is expected according to Mn
and MgO (001) surface lattices.

Photoemission was carried out in a spin-resolved photoe-
mission setup using a Mott detector with an overall energy res-
olution of 150 meV at 37 eV photon energy. The Mott detector

FIG. 1. (a) Typical RHEED patterns observed on the surface of
CMS and (b) Auger spectra just after the growth, after 24 hours PES
measurements, and for CMS covered by 1 ML of MgO.

is equipped with 4 channels that allowed us to measure spectra
for both in-plane and out-of-plane spin components [30]. This
Mott detector was operated at a scattering energy equal to
28 keV and with an inelastic energy window equal to 800 eV,
leading to a Sherman function equal to 0.12 ± 0.01. This is
consistent with the work of Cacho et al. [31], where S = 0.15
is found at 28 keV using an inelastic energy window of 500 eV.
With an inelastic energy window increase from 500 to 800 eV,
a 18% decrease of the Sherman function is expected [32],
leading to a value equal to 0.123 in agreement with our
value. The normal of the sample was oriented along the axis
of the detector. The detector angular aperture is fixed at its
maximum and is equal to ±8◦, leading to a complete Brillouin
zone (BZ) detection along the surface normal with the help
of varying photon energy (assuming nonvanishing transition
matrix elements for the respective optical transitions). In
addition, a certain part of the BZ corresponding to in-plane
axes are explored, i.e. around 40% of the BZ along �-X at
37 eV photon energy and at normal incidence (be careful
that the size of the BZ in a face-centered-cubic (fcc)-like
structure along �-X is 2π/a with a = 0.565 nm for CMS).
To explore the BZ along �-X, we also rotated the sample
off-normal by 8◦ from the detector axis. Similar transitions
are observed for both measurement angles, meaning that the
whole BZ is explored. To eliminate instrumental asymmetry
in spin-resolved measurements, two distinct PES spectra were
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recorded with opposite magnetizations. As the coercive field
of our CMS films was less than 20 Oe, the applied magnetic
field was set to 200 Oe to saturate the magnetization prior to
PES measurements. We systematically observed a zero out-of-
plane spin polarization, confirming that the magnetization of
our CMS films was in plane. The symmetry of the initial states
involved in the transitions observed on SR-PES spectra was
determined by measuring successively with s or p polariza-
tions of the incoming photons. As the photon beam was at 45◦
from the normal to the sample, s-polarized photons excite only
occupied �5 states, whereas p-polarized photons excite both
occupied �1 and �5 states [33,34]. The SR-PES analysis was
performed using incoming photon energy ranging from 20 to
110 eV. The PES measurements were performed both at 300
or 80 K. We do not observe any significant influence of the
sample temperature on the PES results. Around 40 samples
were grown and measured during 6 runs of 1 week each.

The dynamic magnetic properties of Au-covered CMS
samples were determined by using vector network analyzer
ferromagnetic resonance (VNAFMR) [35] in both in-plane
and out-of-plane applied fields. The FMR frequency-field
relation provides the effective magnetization. An estimate of
the Gilbert damping can be done by fitting the evolution of
the linewidth with the resonance frequency in perpendicular
applied field.

III. RESULTS

We first looked at the spin polarization of the uncoated
surface, both theoretically and experimentally. In order to
test the HMM character of Co2MnSi, we first performed ab
initio calculations considering the Heusler structure without
surfaces [bulk, Fig. 2(a)] or with different surface terminations
[Figs. 2(b)–2(d)]. As shown in Fig. 2(a), a spin gap of about
0.7 eV is predicted in the calculated density of states (DOS)
for bulk CMS (with no surface included in the calculation).
This gap is, however, strongly affected, taking into account
the surface: it is destroyed by terminating the crystal with Co,
recovered when terminating with Mn, but also with MgO.
These results are in agreement with previous calculations
performed on CMS varying the surface termination [36] and
on CMS/MgO/CMS magnetic tunnel junctions [37]. We exam-
ined these different cases in practice, and we focused first on
as-grown CMS layers. Majority and minority SR-PES spectra
at room temperature for the bare CMS are shown in Fig. 3(a).
The 100% spin polarization is confirmed experimentally since
the minority spin spectrum reaches zero for a binding energy
around −0.3 eV. It should be noted that heating up to 1020 K
is necessary to get the correct chemical ordering and the 100%
spin polarization in agreement with Ref. [28] (heating up to
870 K only leads to 80% on our samples). The spin gap is thus
observed below EF, while ab initio calculations performed
considering bulk CMS predicted it to span upon EF. It does
not extend up to EF because of a minority spin contribution
at EF [transition noted A in Fig. 3(b)]. It should be noted that
this contribution is not observed in DOS calculations in Fig. 2.
Additionally, there is also a majority spin contribution around
−0.4 eV [transition B in Fig. 3(b)] which also does not appear
in the bulk calculations. To shed light on the origin of these A
and B transitions, we have rotated the photon polarization in
order to determine the symmetry of the states involved. The

FIG. 2. (a) Full DOS for both spins calculated for the bulk
(with no surface) and surface contribution to the DOS for (b) a
Co-terminated surface, (c) 1 Mn atomic plane on top, and (d) 1 MgO
atomic plane on top. The structures are shown on the right.

PES spectra obtained for p and s polarizations are compared
in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). The p polarization excites electronic
states with �1 and �5 symmetries, while the s polarization
only excites �5 states. The loss of intensity, for the A and B
transitions, when going from p to s polarization demonstrates
that they are both of �1 character. Interestingly, when the use
of s polarization suppresses the A and B transitions, the PES
recovers consistency with the DOS calculated in the bulk:
the spin gap now straddles EF down to −0.4 eV, in very
good agreement with calculations (Fig. 2). This is a strong
indication that A and B contributions are linked to the surface.
A majority spin surface resonant state was indeed predicted by
Braun et al. [38] using ab initio calculations that can account
for the B transition. However, it is calculated at 0.4 eV above
EF, whereas the B transition is here observed below EF. It
seems to be also observed in a recent work using 6 eV photon
energy, with the same polarization dependence [39]. On the
contrary, the A contribution was not observed in Ref. [20].
This was due to the used photon energy (21.2 eV). Indeed, we
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FIG. 3. Dependence of PES results on a Co2MnSi film upon light
polarization and excited photon energy. (a) Schematic of the excited
states depending on the light polarization. Spin-resolved and PES
spectra using the (b) p and (c) s polarizations of the 37 eV incoming
photons performed on the same CMS sample. The two peaks named A
and B observed using the p polarization are strongly attenuated using
s polarization, meaning that the initial state symmetry is �1. The
spin gap is thus observed to extend up to EF. The energy resolution
is 150 meV.

observed that these A and B transitions are only detected in
a very narrow photon energy range from around 35 to 40 eV
(Fig. 4). Any measurement out of this photon energy range thus
misleadingly leads to strong positive spin polarization at EF.
The PES off-normal experiment (at 4◦ and 8◦ from the normal
of the surface) also shows that the A and B contributions
decreased compared to measurement at normal incidence,
meaning that these states are located around �. Finally, since
those states are likely to be detrimental to magnetotransport
properties, let us design strategies to mitigate their impact.

One solution should be to decrease EF by decreasing the
number of valence band electrons in order to push the A
contribution in empty states. This goal can be reached by
changing the compound stoichiometry as shown in Fig. 5.
Indeed, Ishikawa et al. [16] studied magnetotransport in
CMS/MgO/CMS MTJs and found a surprising result: the
maximum of tunnel magnetoresistance was not observed for
the exact CMS stoichiometry, but for an excess of Mn. To
understand this behavior, we performed a SR-PES analysis
on several samples with different Mn contents like in their

FIG. 4. PES spectra dependence with the photon energy using
p polarization, for both majority and minority spins, on a Co2MnSi
layer. The A and B peaks are strongly affected by any change of the
exciting photon energy, showing a resonant behavior between 35 and
40 eV.

study. We have studied both a simple excess of Mn and a
partial replacement of Co by Mn, with qualitatively similar
conclusions. Photoemission spectroscopy spectra obtained
for 1, 1.1, and 1.2 relative concentration of Mn in Co2MnxSi
are plotted in Fig. 5. As Ishikawa et al. [16] did, we heated
the CMS layers only up to 870 K. At this temperature,
the chemical ordering in the unit cell is incomplete, and
correlatively, the spin polarization reaches 80% instead of
the 100% that can be obtained after annealing above 1000 K.
Increasing the Mn content shifts the maximum of the spin
polarization peak towards EF, which explains the conclusions
drawn from magnetotransport. In fact, this shift of the spin
gap can be understood from hand waving arguments. Indeed,
replacing Co by Mn reduces the number of valence electrons
available to fill the DOS. In a rigid band structure picture, this
electron depletion moves EF closer to the spin gap as the Mn
content is increased (Fig. 5). This also means that the minority
spin contribution A is pushed towards empty states leading
to high spin polarization at EF when enriching with Mn. Our
experiments thus clearly explain the tunnel magnetoresistance
increase when increasing the Mn content reported in Ref. [16].

The next step in our study was to look at the influence of
the CMS layer capping on the spin polarization. As we have
seen in Fig. 2, the A and B contributions are not reproduced by
calculations of the bulk DOS. One may assume that the A and
B states result from chemical disorder in the bulk [40]. In this
case, capping the CMS would not change that situation, in stark
contradiction with our results. A more plausible explanation is
that the A and B transitions involve surface states. To test this,
we first looked at the dispersion of these states along the (001)
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FIG. 5. SR-PES spectra at 300 K using p polarization and hν =
37 eV for a series of CMS layers with increasing Mn content. As
shown in the schemes, EF is moving towards the spin polarization
maximum when increasing the Mn content.

direction by varying the photon energy from 20 to 110 eV to
scan the wave vector component perpendicular to the surface,
the lack of dispersion of this component being a necessary
condition for a surface state. Unfortunately, these transitions
were only observed in the range of photon energy from 35 to
40 eV, i.e. too narrow to assess the state dispersion (Fig. 4).
Such a resonant photoemission process was already observed
on surface states [41,42]. However, the photon energy range
involved here is very small compared to observations done on
noble metal surfaces for instance. One way to understand this
behavior is looking at the origin of these states. Usually, surface
states are created because of the broken symmetry of the
crystal due to the surface. In our case, another scenario may be
proposed considering that the surface chemistry is not similar
to the bulk one. Even if a strict comparison between band
structure calculation and PES experiments is often delicate
(see for instance Ref. [27]), it is quite surprising that these A
and B states are absent from the band structure calculation.
This is a strong indication that the chemistry of the surface
termination is at the origin of these states.

To conclude on the physical mechanism determining the
surface spin polarization, we decided to cap the CMS with
various overlayers. Galanakis [43] indeed showed by ab initio
calculations performed on Co2MnGe that the spin gap may
be strongly affected by the surface termination. To verify
whether this applies in our case, we calculated the DOS with
different types of overlayers (Fig. 2). Whereas the spin gap is
not obtained at EF with a bare CMS surface, in good agreement
with Ref. [44], it is predicted to be retrieved when terminated
with a Mn ML. We thus deposited one Mn ML on top of a CMS
layer. We observed that the A and B contributions are strongly
decreased, while the spin polarization strongly increased at

FIG. 6. Influence of Mn and MgO coverage on CMS electronic
properties. In (a) and (b) are shown the electron diffraction patterns
for the starting CMS layers and when covered by Mn or MgO. The
PES and spin-polarization spectra for the starting CMS layers and
after the capping are shown in (c) Mn cap and (d) MgO cap. As
the spin polarization is close to zero at EF for both CMS uncoated
surfaces, it is strongly increased when covering with Mn or MgO.

EF [Figs. 6(a) and 6(c)]. We also tested MnSi termination and
observed the same effect, but more interestingly, as predicted
by calculation [Fig. 2(d)], a thin MgO termination is also
efficient to retrieve the minority spin gap. Indeed, the measured
spin polarization at EF increases up to around +70% (from 60
to 80% from one sample to the other) by adding MgO. This
is larger than in previous works using also SR-PES, but with
very low photon energy [39,45]. Moreover, an even larger spin
polarization at EF (90%) was obtained by using a Mn-enriched
Co1.8Mn1.2Si layer covered by MgO [Figs. 6(b) and 6(d)].
The possibility to tune the spin polarization at EF, both with
CMS stoichiometry and MgO covering, is a very promising
result and contrasts with the NiMnSb/MgO system [14].
Altogether, these experiments are a strong indication that A and
B contributions are probably from similar bands originating
from the surface and separated in energy by exchange splitting
of the electronic states due to the ferromagnetic behavior.
Although the agreement between the calculated DOS and
measured PES is not quantitative, the observed enhancement
of spin polarization at EF due to MgO and Mn coverage (as
compared to free CMS) is qualitatively explained.

To fulfill the demonstration of the HMM behavior of bulk
CMS, we performed Gilbert damping measurements on the
samples studied by SR-PES (bare surface and Mn-, MnSi-,
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FIG. 7. FMR properties of 30 nm thick CMS film. (a) Frequency versus field plots for in-plane (Hx) and out-of-plane (Hz) applied fields.
(b) Real and imaginary parts of the experimental (symbols) and modeled (lines) permeability for an out-of-plane field of 2.1 T. (c) Frequency
linewidth versus FMR frequency in Hz field. The line is a linear fit. In (d) is plotted the magnetic damping coefficients obtained by FMR on a
series of Co3−xMnxSi samples. The damping obtained in single crystalline Fe thin films [47] and FeCo equimolar alloy [48] are indicated on
the graph (d) for comparison.

or MgO-capped surfaces) that were capped with 5 nm Au
before moving them out from ultrahigh vacuum (UHV).
Gilbert damping can be viewed as a measure of the decay
rate of the population of low energy magnons. In magnetic
metals, magnons decay mostly when they are annihilated
by collisions with electrons whose spin is flipped in that
process [46]. Since the energy of the magnons that matter
for magnetization dynamics lies in the 10 μeV range, the
transitions involve only electronic states very close to EF.
These transitions do not exist in HMM, such that their damping
should be comparable to that of insulators. We thus measured
the dynamic magnetic properties of Au-covered CMS samples
using VNAFMR [35] in both in-plane and out-of-plane applied
fields (Fig. 7). The effective magnetization appeared to depend
strongly on the temperature at which the CMS was postgrowth
annealed. The largest magnetizations (1.25 T) were obtained
for samples heated at 1020 K, where chemical order was
the most complete. On these samples, the FMR lines were
particularly narrow, with raw linewidths already smaller than
the best ever measured using the same setup on iron [47]. We
found Gilbert damping values close to 10−3 on a series of
Co3−xMnxSi samples, and a record value of 7.10−4 observed
on a Co1.9Mn1.1Si sample. Such values are extremely low for

a conductive material (and to our knowledge lowest than the
best one reported in Fe (1.9 10−3) [47], FeCo (2.10−3) [48], or
some Co-based Heusler compounds (>5.10−3) [49]), and are
consistent with a HMM behavior at least in the bulk of CMS.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we experimentally established that the CMS
Heusler compound is a HMM in its bulk, but altered at the
surface by the presence of surface states of �1 character,
close to EF in both minority and majority spin channels.
Enriching the CMS compound with Mn lowers its EF below
the surface states. This clarifies the dependence of tunnel
magnetoresistance on the compound stoichiometry. Moreover,
we also proved that these states are strongly linked to the
surface termination of CMS and that they can be almost sup-
pressed when covering CMS with Mn, MnSi, and MgO. The
HMM character comes with extremely low values of Gilbert
damping, which reaches values never observed before on
conducting materials. All of these results make the CMS/MgO
system an excellent candidate for the study of spin-related
phenomena and the related applications in spintronics.
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